Amplification of high-quantity serial analysis of gene expression ditags and improvement of concatemer cloning efficiency.
As a method for accurate quantitative and qualitative analysis of cell transcription, serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) has been widely used in biological, medical, and pharmaceutical areas of research. The numerous steps required in the SAGE protocol, however, limit the efficiency of SAGE library construction. PCR amplification of ditags and concatemer separation are two such steps. Primer-2, which was used to amplify ditags in the original SAGE protocol, was prone to self-anneal and resulted in a decreased efficiency of the PCR amplification step. We have designed a new primer pair, which substantially enhances the efficiency of PCR amplification. Incorporating this modification reduces the number of reactions required for SAGE library construction. Sixty 50-microL reactions are now sufficient for SAGE library construction (up to an 80% reduction in comparison to the original protocol). Concatemer separation by column filtration and subsequent gel separation has been modified and has proven to be more efficient than simple heat treatment of the ligation mixture. Both of the above modifications may also be suitable for the newly developed LongSAGE protocol.